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Abstract: TripAdvisor is one of the most popular e-commerce platforms in the tourism sector in Indonesia.
TripAdvisor give Traveler Choice Award every year in Indonesia through user reviews. However, online text-based
reviews are often associated only with evaluation scores that do not pay attention to the context and meaningful content
of the review itself, either explicitly or implicitly. Moreover, the sentence structure of the review can have an impact
on the goal of the target sentiment which is nothing but an aspect of the review itself. This research discusses aspect
based sentiment analysis for explicit and implicit aspects. This research starting with taking the TripAdvisor website
restaurant product review dataset to measure customer satisfaction based on four aspect categories of Ambience, Food,
Service, and Price. Furthermore, the aspect word extraction and opinion word extraction processes in the case of
explicit sentences for simple, compound, complex, and compound-complex sentence structures are carried out using
grammatical rule extraction. This research also works on implicit sentence cases for simple sentence structures. Aspect
categorization process uses hybrid approach. Aspect and opinion keyword extraction process uses the ELMoWikipedia. Then WordNet and TF-ICF are used to expand the meaning of aspect and opinion that has been taken. The
last stage is the aspect based sentiment analysis process, both explicit and implicit sentences using SentiCircle. This
research can produce two evaluations of sentiment classification, namely positive and negative. The results of the
aspect extraction obtained an evaluation of the aspect categorization for each precision 0.82, recall 0.87, and f1measure 0.86. Meanwhile, the results of the sentiment analysis showed that the respective evaluations for precision
0.87, recall 0.92, and f1-measure 0.89.
Keywords: E-commerce, Aspect based sentiment analysis, Grammatical rule extraction, Aspect categorization,
Hybrid approach, ELMo-wikipedia, WordNet, TF-ICF, SentiCircle.

1. Introduction
Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) is an
approach to find out a user's opinion from what
aspects he likes and dislikes [1]. Here, nouns and
noun phrases were often extracted as candidate
aspects. It makes opinion words used to extract
aspects are rare. ABSA research case development
[2] divides ABSA process into three parts, there are
extraction and aggregation of aspect, and sentiment
analysis. Aspects were extracted based on a manually
created set of dependency relationship rules [3].
However, the fact of the extraction does not cover all

the possible rules.
In other researches, ABSA is widely applied in
cases of explicit sentences, both aspects and
sentiments. In the hotel domain, conducted ABSA
research using topic modeling and semantic
similarity [4, 5]. These researches can solve the
sentiment analysis case based on aspects in simple
sentence patterns. These researches can generate
positive and negative sentiment values too. However,
these researches are not work in other structure of
sentences. The other research was conducted by
taking explicit aspects using rules based on
constituency parse by paying attention to word
phrases [6]. However, these rules work by assuming
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that the aspect word are close to opinion word in a
sentence, so if there are multi-aspects and multiopinions, the rules cannot work properly. Likewise,
similar research [7]. All of the above research, focus
on the extraction of explicit aspects and opinions
without paying attention the structure of sentence.
Recent research for the extraction of implicit
aspects has been carried out [8]. This research
extracted Indonesian sentences on a pattern of
equivalent compound sentences and multilevel
compound sentences to obtain explicit and implicit
opinions with positive and negative sentiment values.
However, this research not discussed implicit aspect
based on the stucture of sentence. Therefore, aspectbased sentiment analysis for English is needed to
improve previous research methods.
By surveying published works on the application
of such sentiment analysis, this research was
conducted with a focus on the review of English
because most of the people use English at Online
Social Network, the scarcity of resources in it, and the
challenges associated with research in it. The review
is taken from the TripAdvisor website because
TripAdvisor is one of the most popular e-commerce
platforms in the tourism sector in Indonesia.
TripAdvisor give 'Traveler Choice Award' every year
in Indonesia with the best hotel, destination, beach,
flight, attraction and restaurant categories.
TripAdvisor is also equipped with a feature that
contains reviews from users. This research uses a
dataset from TripAdvisor website restaurant product
reviews to measure customer satisfaction based on
the Ambience, Food, Service, Price aspect categories.
This research assumes that the structure of a
sentence can affect the process of extracting aspect
and opinion words for sentiment analysis. For
example: how to extract a review consisting of only
1 opinion word "Overpriced!" for sentiment analysis.
Another example: how to extract a review from a
compound-complex sentence for sentiment analysis,
"I bought my food about an hour ago and I have to
say that I am very satisfied", where the pair of aspect
word “food” and opinion word “satisfied” are not
close together in the sentence. The previous researchs
mentioned above have not discussed these issues.
This research provides suggestions on how to
build a rule for the aspect categorization process
using a hybrid approach. Hybrid approach concept is
using grammatical rule extraction, Elmo-Wikipedia,
WordNet, and Term Frequency-Inverse Component
Frequency (TF-ICF) to handle the extraction of
aspect and opinion words in cases of explicit and
implicit sentences. Hybrid Approach is used to
identify more accurately the pair of aspect and
opinion words in four types of sentence structure,
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namely: simple, compound, complex, and
compound-complex sentences. The focus of this
research is taking aspect and opinion words from
noun phrases and adjective phrases in explicit and
implicit aspects sentences. Then, how to extract
aspect and opinion words in simple, compound,
complex, compound-complex sentence structures.
The research starts with extraction of explicit
sentence case in simple sentence that has explicit
aspect and explicit opinion which labeled as SiAEOE. Furthermore, this research works on the case
of compound sentence that has explicit aspect and
explicit opinion which labeled as Co-AEOE,
complex sentence that has explicit aspect and explicit
opinion which labeled as Ce-AEOE, and compoundcomplex sentence that has explicit aspect and explicit
opinion which labeled as CoCe-AEOE. The next case
carried out in this research is the extraction of implicit
sentence case in simple sentence that has implicit
aspect and explicit opinion which labeled as Si-AIOE.
In this research, to taking the aspect and opinion
word in the case of explicit and implicit sentences, a
combination of lexicons is used, namely Opinion
Lexicon [1] and Implicit Lexicon [9]. In the
assessment of the sentiment analysis evaluation, this
research uses Senticircle to extract opinions
according to the context of the aspects with positive
and negative sentiment values.

2. Related theory
This research explains several theories in this
section as follows.
2.1 Aspect variables of restaurant
In previous research about restaurant review [10]
which discussed about expectation from customer,
thus another research about perception of service
quality to customer and also research [11] which
discussed about implicit aspect detection. This
research measures the restaurant satisfaction value
based on four aspect categories reviewed, namely:
1)Ambience, 2)Food, 3)Service, and 4)Price. The
variables of these aspect categories are shown in Fig.
1.
2.2 Keyword for restaurant aspect category
Four aspect categories in this research are used as the
basis for restaurant ratings from buyers to leave
reviews through the TripAdvisor application. We
also use aspect keywords from Wikipedia to take
aspect and opinion word from these reviews. We use
several wikipedia pages to extract keywords for
restaurant aspect category.
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Aspect
categories

Ambience

Food

Service

Price

Start

Atmosphere, décor, furniture
(table and doors), environtment
(size, type, air conditioner),
entertaintment (Tv, music, live
performance), places or areas
(bathroom, smoking area,
buffet, bar, dining room, rest
room), view, located area,
service staff appearance.

Tokenization process
Normalization process
Remove punctuation process
Lemmatization process
Stopwords removal process

Menu variety, food item (taste,
quality, healthy, cooking level,
size, religious dietary),
ingerdients, drink, dessert,
appetizers.
Parking, all of staffs, managers
and employees (behavior,
experience, availability,
appearance), open hours, wifi,
gift, delivery (time, ordering
method), seating.
Price value, reasonable price
item.

Figure. 1 Categories and variables of aspect

2.3 Pre-processing

Spelling correction process
End
Figure. 2 Pre-processing process

2.5 Term Frequency-Inverse Cluster Frequency
(TF-ICF)
Term Frequency-Inverse Cluster Frequency (TFICF) [13] is used to calculate the term weight of a
word against document of each cluster. For brevity,
the ICF value of word 𝑖 (𝐼𝐶𝐹𝑖 ) is calculated based on
cluster numbers that containing word 𝑖 (𝑐𝑓𝑖) on exist
cluster numbers (𝑐). The ICF equation is shown in Eq.
(1). Then TF-ICF weighting of word 𝑖 (𝑇𝐹 − 𝐼𝐶𝐹𝑖 )
is shown in Eq. (2). Eq. (2) is the product of word 𝑖
frequence in cluster 𝑗 (𝑇𝐹𝑗𝑖) and the ICF value of
word 𝑖 (𝐼𝐶𝐹𝑖 ).

In general of natural language processing, these
are steps for pre-processing as shown in Fig. 2.

𝑐

𝐼𝐶𝐹𝑖 = 1 + log 𝑐𝑓

2.4 Grammatical rule
In recent natural language processing, several
related researches about grammatical rule extraction
have been carried out to extract aspect and opinion
words in review. Based on an explanation of word
similarity in previous researched, a word has 2 kinds
of similarity [12]. Grammatical rule extraction works
based on similar character sequences to takes
lexically similar words and based on the same
meaning to takes semantically similar words. In this
research, Grammatical Rule is used for sentence
extraction to identify and split the sentences become
Si-AEOE, Co-AEOE, Ce-AEOE, CoCe-AEOE, and
Si-AIOE. The grammatical rule uses opinion lexicon
and implicit opinion lexicon for taking the aspect
word and opinion word which identified as Noun
Phrase and Adjective Phrase.

𝑖

𝑇𝐹 - 𝐼𝐶𝐹𝑖 = 𝑇𝐹𝑗𝑖 𝑥 𝐼𝐶𝐹𝑖

(1)
(2)

2.6 Elmo
Elmo [14] is used in this research to represent
context of word in aspect keywords. We use Elmo
because it can make a word be able represent many
vector depends on sentence context. Input for Elmo
in this research is word and sentence. So, we used
TensorFlow tools [15] to convert a word into 1024dimensional vector and convert a sentence into array
of 1024-dimensional vector in Elmo implementation.
2.7 Wikipedia
In general, Wikipedia [16] is used to represents
text meaning using machine learning for sentiment
analysis in explicit case. Therefore, this research
proposes several Wikipedia pages as keywords of
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aspect categories that have explained in Sect. 2.2.

context term which calculated by SentiMedian could
be positive or negative as shown in Eq. (8).

2.8 WordNet
𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐶 (𝑛, 𝑐𝑖 ) = 𝑓 (𝑐𝑖 , 𝑛) × log

WordNet [17] is used to obtain synonyms and
antonyms of aspect and opinion words for aspect
categorization process [18].

𝜃𝑖 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟_𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝑐𝑖 ) × 𝜋

2.9 Semantics
Semantics is the research about the meaning of
words. The meaning of the word in a sentence could
be in form of denotation, sense, lexical, structure,
categorematic, or syncategorematic [19]. Therefore,
semantic similarity is needed to calculates distance of
words on the meaning of word [20].
Thus, the angle from two word vectors which
represent similarity distance the first word (𝑤𝑖) until
the second word (𝑤𝑗) will be measured using cosine
similarity [21]. The result of cosine similarity ranges
is -1 until 1 as shown its equation in Eq. (3).
∑𝐾
𝑚=1 is the iteration numbers from 𝑚 to 𝐾 word.
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤𝑗 ) =

𝑚
𝑚
∑𝐾
𝑚=1 𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑗
𝐾
𝑚 2
𝑚 2
√∑𝐾
𝑚=1(𝑤𝑖 ) √∑𝑚=1(𝑤𝑗 )

(3)
2.10 Opinion Lexicon
Opinion Lexicon [22] is used in this research
because its contain two opinion lists, namely positive
and negative opinion words, around 6800 words.

𝐹
𝐹𝑐𝑖

(4)
(5)

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖

(6)

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖

(7)

𝑔 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔∈𝑅2 ∑𝑗𝑖=1‖𝑝𝑖 − 𝑔‖2

(8)

where,
𝑑
= document
n
= word term of opinion
𝑐𝑖
= word context of opinion
F
= frequency of n in d
𝐹𝑐𝑖
= frequency of 𝑐𝑖 in d
𝑓(𝑐𝑖 , 𝑛) = frequency of joint occurrences between n
and ci in d
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟_𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = polarity value
i
= ci degree (in radian)

xi

= ci position in x axis

yi

= ci position in y axis

pi

= ci position
= Position of n ( x n and y n )

𝑔

2.11 Implicit Aspect Lexicon
Implicit aspect lexicon [9] is used in this research
because its contain nine implicit aspect categories
which represent the aspect categories variables as
explained in Sect. 2.1.
2.12 SentiCircle

Figure. 1 SentiCircle mode

Predicted
Values

SentiCircle [23] is used to capture semantics and
sentiments based on contextual of words in a sentence.
In this research, we use SentiCircle because it is in
line with the distributional hypothesis about contexts
and meanings of words in a sentence [24]. SentiCircle
model, as shown in Figure 3, is a model that contains
a coordinate of polar. The model is assumed to the
processes below.
1. Generate correlation degree of word term
(𝑇𝐷𝑂𝐶)
2. Calculate prior sentiment score
3. Calculate𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 point.
SentiMedian is method for extract sentiment from
SentiCircle given point. The sentiment polarity of the

Actual Values
Positive
Negative
True Positive
False Negative
Positive
(TP)
(FN)
False Positive
True Negative
Negative
(FP)
(TN)
Figure. 2 Confusion matrix
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Table 1. Dataset representation

Start

Aspect Keyword
Extraction

Grammatical
Rule Extraction

Dataset

ID
ID
Review
Review Sentence
1004293
0
Judging from previous posts this
used to be a good place, but not
any longer.
1004293
1
We, there were four of us, arrived
at noon - the place was empty and the staff acted like we were
imposing on them and they were
very rude.
1004293
2
They
never
brought
us
complimentary noodles, ignored
repeated requests for sugar, and
threw our dishes on the table.
…
…
…

Aspect
Categorization

Aspect Based
Sentiment Analysis

End

Figure. 3 System flow diagram

precision, recall, and F1-measure is used to measure
and evaluate for AC module and ABSA module in
this research.

2.13 Evaluation
Testing aspect categorization and sentiment
analysis uses three evaluation methods, namely
Precison, Recall, and F1-measure. To calculate this
evaluation, the first step is to form a confusion matrix
[20] as in the Fig. 4.
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(9)
(10)

3.1 Dataset
Dataset in this research is obtained from the
public dataset from Semeval 2015 [25]. This dataset
has been annotated, both the category aspect
annotation and the sentiment polarity annotation. The
dataset representation is shown in Table 1.
3.2 Aspect keyword extraction
3.2.1. Pre-processing

𝐹1 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

2∗𝑃∗𝑅
𝑃+𝑅

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁

(11)
(12)

3. Research method
This research starts with pre-processing the dataset to
make relevant data information. The relevant data is
became input in next module, namely Grammatical
Rule Extraction (GRE). In GRE module, the relevant
data is processed into several structures of sentence.
Keywords from Wikipedia are extracted as the input
in GRE module before it will be processed in aspect
categorization (AC) module. Aspect keywords are
resulted from Wikipedia links in Figure 6. In AC
module, the aspect and opinion terms are extracted
using hybrid approach. Hybrid approach is combined
using grammatical rule extraction, WordNet, TF-ICF,
and Semantic similarity. Then, aspect and opinion
words are extracted based on aspect categories. The
next module is Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis
(ABSA). In this module, the dataset based on aspect
categories is prepared as input for ABSA module
using SentiCircle method. Each accuration,

Pre-processing stage in this research is done with
the results as follow: 1) convert text to lower case, 2)
removes the set of symbols, 3) removes the stop
words, 4) reduce inflectional forms, and 5) limit of
minimum word.
3.2.2. Wikipedia

This research proposes several Wikipedia page
links that correspond to aspect categories that shown
in Fig. 6.
3.3 Grammatical Rule Extraction (GRE) module
The process of Grammatical Rule Extraction
(GRE) module in this research was adopted from
Poria rule-based [26], which was further developed
based on Noun Phrase and Adjective Phrase
according to several structures of sentence that
mentioned in Sect. 1, namely Si-AEOE, Co-AEOE,
Ce-AEOE, CoCe-AEOE, Si-AIOE. The detailed
steps of GRE module use the basic dependencies
parser and the Enhanced ++ dependencies parser
from Stanford CoreNLP. This research uses two
general rules to parsing the sentence. It is as follows:
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Rules for sentences having a Noun Phrase (NP).
Rules for sentences do not have a Noun Phrase
(NP) and have an Adjective Phrase (AP).

Retrieve each aspect and opinion
word that has not complied

3.4 Aspect and opinion word expanding

Take synonyms of word with the value

3.4.1 Expanding using WordNet

Aspect and opinion words which extracted in
GRE module is done if they have complied with
aspect keyword and lexicon. Here, WordNet is used
to expand them if they are not complied with aspect
keyword and lexicon. Flow diagram of expanding
process using WordNet can be seen in Fig. 7.
Aspect categories

no

Is complied with
keywords and
lexicon?

Take
antonyms of
word with
the value

Ambience
Theme_restaurant
Atmosphere_(architecture_and_
spatial_design)

yes
Extract ten words
with highest value
for each aspect
and opinion term

Figure. 5 Expanding process using WordNet
Retrieve each aspect and opinion word
that has not complied

Ambience_(sounds_recording)
Calculate Term Frequency (TF)
Spirit_of_place
Calculate ICF value using Eq. (1)

Food
Food

Calculate TF-ICF value using Eq. (2)

Drink
Meal
Cuisine

Extract ten words with highest value for each
aspect and opinion term
Figure. 6 Expanding process using TF-ICF
3.4.2 Expanding using TF-ICF

Service
Customer_Service
Waiting

Staff
Price

The next aspect and opinion word expanding is
done using TF-ICF. As same as WordNet, TF-ICF is
used to expand aspect and opinion words too. TF-ICF
in this research expand the meaning of aspect and
opinion words extracted with document in the review
that has been pre-processing. TF-ICF formula is
described in Eqs. (1) and (2). Flow diagram of
expanding process using TF-ICF can be seen in Fig.
8.

Price

3.5 Aspect Categorization (AC)

Value

Aspect categorization (AC) between keywords
and terms of aspect and opinion words is calculated
using semantic similarity. The values of the aspect
and opinion keywords are determined using Elmo-

Figure. 4 Wikipedia page titles
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Wikipedia. Thus values of the aspect and opinion
words are determined from GRE module with
WordNet and TF-ICF expansion.
The AC process is divided into 3 stages, namely
AC1, AC2, and AC3. AC1 method using
Grammatical Rule, ELMo-Wikipedia, and Semantic.
AC2 method using Grammatical Rule, ELMoWikipedia, TF-ICF 20%, and Semantic. AC3 method
using Grammatical Rule, WordNet, ELMoWikipedia, TF-ICF 100%, and Semantic.
3.6 Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA)
Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA)
conduct several experiments to get the best ABSA
performance. First, SentiCircle method is used on
ABSA1. Then, ABSA2 using SentiCircle and
Opinion Lexicon. Finally, ABSA3 using SentiCircle,
Opinion Lexicn, Implicit Aspect Lexicon, and Cooccurrence of context terms.

4. Result and analysis
4.1 Result of GRE module
This research makes classification of review
using GRE module before take the aspect and opinion
word in aspect categorization process. The evaluation
score result of GRE module in every sentence
structure shown in Table 2. Table 2 shows that GRE
module can extract well for aspect and opinion words
in 5 types of sentence structure.
4.2 Result of AC
Table 3 shows this research result about comparison
of AC performances from AC1, AC2, and AC3.
WordNet and TF-ICF 100% can expand the aspect
and opinion words in sentence to be paired with the
existing Wikipedia keywords. They can predict
aspect and opinion words more accurately. For more
detail, the evaluation score of AC performance
shown in Table 4. The best AC approach is AC3 with
F1-measure value 0.86.
It can be seen from Table 4 that Wikipedia alone
or with only adding TF-ICF still not be able used as
Table 2. Result of GRE module performance
Structure
Si-AEOE
Co-AEOE
Ce-AEOE
CoCe-AEOE
Si-AIOE

300
Input: Sentence ‘S’
Output: Set of Si-AEOE, Co-AEOE, Ce-AEOE, CoCeAEOE, Si-AIOE
Start
1. Create Basic and Enhanced++ dependencies of S
using Stanford CoreNLP;
2. Generate Modified dependencies of S by taking
subject clauses, ‘nsubj’ or ‘nsubjpass’ from
Enhanced++ dependencies and other linked parts
from Basic dependencies;
3. Generate dependencies marked as ‘acl’, ‘appos’,
‘advcl’, ‘cc’, ‘ccomp’, ‘dep’, ‘mark’, ‘parataxis’,
‘cop’, ‘conj’, and ‘ref’;
4. When the sentence does not have ‘conj’ and ‘mark’
dependencies then:
a. If an active token y has a subject noun relationship
with a word x then generate S as Si-AEOE and then:
i. Running the Noun Phrase (NP) rules
ii. Running the Adjective Phrase (AP) rules
b. If an active token y has not a subject noun
relationship with a word x and x exist in implicit
aspect lexicon then generate S as Si-AIOE and then
x is extracted as an aspect.
5. When the sentence has ‘conj’ dependencies and does
not have ‘mark’ dependencies then generate S as CoAEOE and then:
i. Running the Noun Phrase (NP) rules
ii. Running the Adjective Phrase (AP) rules
iii. If an aspect term x has co-ordination or conjunct
relation with token y, then y is extracted as an
aspect too.
6. When the sentence does not have conj dependencies
and have mark dependencies then generate S as CeAEOE then:
i. Running the Noun Phrase (NP) rules
ii. Running the Adjective Phrase (AP) rules
iii. If y is extracted as an aspect and y has noun
compound modifier x, then the aspect x-y is
extracted and y is removed from the aspect list.
7. When the sentence has conj and mark dependencies
then generate S as CoCe-AEOE then:
i. Running the Noun Phrase (NP) rules
ii. Running the Adjective Phrase (AP) rules
iii. If a token y 0 has direct object relation with a
token y, if y is extracted as an aspect or y has
noun compound modifier x, then if y 0 has coordination or conjunct relation with another
token y 1 , then if y 1 is in open clausal
complement relation with a token

y 2 , then if

Accuracy Score of Extraction

y 2 is in open clausal complement relation with

Aspect word
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.89
0.87

a token y 3 whose POS is Adjective, then the

Opinion word
0.99
0.89
0.86
0.81
0.90

aspect y-x is extracted if y-x exists in the
opinion lexicon.
8. Rearrange the words found in step 4 until step 8 to
generate the complete sentence.
End
Figure. 7 AC process rule algorithm
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Table 3. Result of AC performance
AC Performance
AC
Approach
AC1
AC2

AC3

Method
GRE + ELMo-Wikipedia +
Semantic
GRE + WordNet + ELMoWikipedia + TF-ICF 20% +
Semantic
GRE + WordNet + ELMoWikipedia + TF-ICF
100% + Semantic

F1measure
0.80
0.84

0.86

Table 4. Comparison of aspect categorization process
Aspect
Aspect categorization
Review
term
results
extracted
1 Excellent
food,
AC1 :
food
for prices
{food:excellent}
great prices
{prices:great}
AC2 :
{food:excellent}
{prices:great}
AC3 :
{food:excellent}
{prices:great}
2 the
pizza pizza,
AC1 :
was
pizza
{pizza:overpriced}
overpriced
AC2 :
and soggy.
{pizza:overpriced}
AC3 :
{pizza:overpriced}
{pizza:soggy}
3 The rest of dim sum
AC1 :
the
dim
{dim sum:worth}
sum,
AC2 :
though
{dim sum:worth}
pricey by
AC3 :
Chinatown
{dim sum:worth}
standards,
is worth it.
4 I bought my food
AC1 :
food about
{food:satisfied}
an hour ago
AC2 :
and I have
{food:satisfied}
to say that I
AC3 :
am
very
{food:satisfied}
satisfied.
5 Overpriced! overpriced AC1 :
{overpriced:overpriced}
AC2 :
{overpriced:overpriced}
AC3 :
{overpriced:overpriced}

a good keyword parameter to taking aspect and
opinion words, especially in the case of implicit
sentences.
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Review “Excellent food for great prices” is a
review labeled Si-AEOE so that it can still be
extracted properly using Wikipedia keywords. Here,
the word "prices" is not exactly the same as the word
"price" but semantic similarity still be able take it as
an aspect word. The result can be taken from the
aspect and opinion pairs of "food: excellent" and
"prices: great".
Review “the pizza was overpriced and soggy.”
Which labeled as Co-AEOE displayed different
results when only using keywords from Wikipedia
compared to adding wordnet and TF-ICF extension.
It can be seen that AC1 using only the Wikipedia
keyword only can generate the aspect and opinion
words pair “pizza: overpriced”. This is because the
word "soggy" is not found in the lexicon that used so
it cannot be taken. cannot take the opinion word
"soggy". AC2, In the same case with AC1, if only the
TF-ICF word extension is used, the aspect and
opinion words pair can be produced as same as with
AC1. The reason is the word "soggy" contained in the
document, amounting to 20% of the total sentences
containing the word "soggy" cannot be taken from the
word similarity in the lexicon that used. Meanwhile,
these problems can be solved using the AC3 method.
This is because the expansion of the word "soggy"
using wordnet produces several words that can be
taken from the similarity of the word "soggy" with
the lexicons used, namely "sloppy" and "muddy". So
it can produce a pair of words "pizza: overpriced" and
"pizza: soggy".
Review “The rest of the dim sum, though pricey
by Chinatown standards, is worth it.” which labeled
as Ce-AEOE also shows that Wikipedia can work
properly to take the aspect word "dim sum" which
when compared to using wordnet and TF-ICF alone
cannot take it as in previous researches. This is
because "dim sum" is a series of word phrases which
many previous researches have not been able to do
the extraction case but Poria et al can do it well. So
that the word pair "dim sum: worth" can be generated.
Review “I bought my food about an hour ago and
I have to say that I am very satisfied.” which labeled
as CoCe-AEOE shows that Poria et al have not
worked on the case of similar sentences properly due
to the limited algorithm. In this research, we generate
the novelty of the adoption of the Poria method
because we can also extract compound-complex
sentence cases from the rule algorithm that we add.
So it can produce pairs of words "food: satisfied".
Review “Overpriced!” which labeled as Si-AIOE
also shows that the novelty of grammatical rule
extraction in this research can works well because it
can takes the word "Overpriced" as an aspect. This is
an update of the research we are working on. We can
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still take aspect and opinion words even though the
sentence is a simple sentence where there is only a
single word as an independent subject without even a
predicate or object. We can take the word overpriced
because it is a word that falls under the implicit aspect
lexicon. So that it can produce an aspect pair of words
and the opinion is "overpriced: overpriced”.
4.3 Result of ABSA
The evaluation result of ABSA shown in Table 5.
Table 5 shows a comparison of ABSA performance
using SentiCircle, namely ABSA1, ABSA2, and
ABSA3.
SentiCircle is used to predicts the context of the
word. For instance, these are results of 5 review from
Table 9 to distinguish the sentiment of a word and its
polarity. Fig. (10), (11), and (12) show the example
of extraction results from 5 dataset review using
SentiCircle to takes aspect and opinion word based
on ambience, food, service, and price from the aspect
categories. These figures show that SentiCircle can
predicts the context of the word in explicit case very
well but not for implicit case.
Review 1 result, SentiCircle in each
performances ABSA1, ABSA2, and ABSA3 extracts
a pair of aspect words and opinions "food:excellent"
and "prices:great" properly. Review 2 result is shown
in Fig (10), (11), and (12). SentiCircle in ABSA1
extracts the aspect and opinion word pairs
"pizza:overpriced" into the FOOD category because
the aspect word taken is "pizza" with the sentiment of
the opinion word "overpriced" is positive.
Furthermore, SentiCircle in ABSA1 has not be able
to extracts the aspect and opinion pairing of "pizza:
soggy" because it cannot take the word "soggy" as an
opinion word. SentiCircle in ABSA2 is similar in
implementation to ABSA1, extracts the aspect and
opinion word pair "pizza: overpriced" into the FOOD
category because the aspect word taken is "pizza" but
the sentiment of the word "overpriced" is negative
because it uses opinion lexicon. SentiCircle in
Table 5. Result of ABSA
ABSA Performance
ABSA
Approach
ABSA1

F1Measure
0.84

Method
SentiCircle

ABSA2

SentiCircle
Lexicon

+

Opinion

0.86

ABSA3

SentiCircle + Opinion
Lexicon + Implicit Aspect
Lexicon + Cooccurrence
of context terms

0.89
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ABSA2 also has not be able to extracts the aspect and
opinion pairing of "pizza: soggy" because it cannot
take the word "soggy" as an opinion word.
SentiCircle in ABSA3 shows more accurate result
compared with ABSA1 and ABSA2. This is because
ABSA3 uses the additional implicit aspect lexicon
method so it can extract the aspect and opinion pairs
of "pizza: overpriced" into the PRICE category
because the opinion word "overpriced" is included in
the implicit lexicon which is marked with the PRICE
aspect category with the sentiment of the word
"overpriced” has negative value because of using
opinion lexicon. Furthermore, SentiCircle in ABSA3
also can extract aspect and opinion word pair "pizza:
soggy" into the FOOD category from the aspect word
"pizza" and negative sentiments from the opinion
word "soggy". This is because ABSA3 uses a cooccurrence of context word which can take the
similarity of the word "soggy" with the opinion words
"sloppy" and "muddy" in opinion lexicon.
Review 3 result shows that SentiCircle on
ABSA1 and ABSA2 cannot extract the aspect and
opinion word pair "dim sum:worth" because it cannot
recognize the aspect word phrase "dim sum".
However, in ABSA3 this problem can be solved with
the result of aspect word “dim sum” as the FOOD
aspect category and the positive sentiment value of
the opinion word "worth".
Review 4 result shows that SentiCircle in all
performance ABSA1, ABSA2, and ABSA3 can
extract properly the aspect and opinion word pair
"food:satisfied" into the FOOD category of the aspect
word "food" and the positive sentiment value of the
opinion word "satisfied".
Review 5 result shows that SentiCircle on
ABSA1 and ABSA2 cannot extract the aspect and
opinion word pair "overpriced:overpriced" because
they cannot recognize "overpriced" as the aspect
word. Meanwhile, ABSA3 can produce the PRICE
aspect category from the implicit aspect word
"overpriced" that included in the implicit aspect
lexicon. So, the opinion word "overpriced" that is
generated from opinion lexicon can be extracted as
the negative sentiment.

5. Conclusion and future work
This research proposes ABSA for explicit and
implicit aspects using grammatical rule extraction,
hybrid approach, and SentiCircle.
Grammatical rule extraction and hybrid approach
are used for aspect categorization. In aspect
categorization stage, we can produce better for aspect
and opinion words extraction than previous researchs.
We do the extraction of explicit sentence cases
properly using keywords from wikipedia.
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(a)
(b)
Figure. 8 Review 2 extraction result by ABSA1: (a) in FOOD category and (b) in PRICE category

(a)
(b)
Figure. 11 Review 2 extraction result by ABSA2: (a) in FOOD category and (b) in PRICE category

(a)
(b)
Figure. 12 Review 2 extraction result by ABSA3: (a) in FOOD category and (b) in PRICE category

However, the wikipedia keyword does not work
properly if it is used as a keyword for the extraction
of implicit sentence cases. Here, we use wordnet to
add the expansion of the aspect and opinion words
that contained in the review based on the synonyms
and antonyms of these words. We also add TF-ICF as
an additional comparison for word similarity to
increase the score accuracy of the aspect and opinion

word that have been taken compared with the
similarity of words in the review document.
Furthermore, the results of the expansion of words
from wordnet and TF-ICF are paired into the
Wikipedia keyword to retrieve word similarities in
sentences using Semantic Similarity. The result of the
best aspect categorization performance is AC3
approach with F1-Measure of 0.86.
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In aspect-based sentiment analysis process, we
use SentiCircle, Opinion Lexicon, Implicit Aspect
Lexicon, and Co-occurrence of context terms.
SentiCircle changed the pairing of the word
"overpriced" in review "the pizza was overpriced and
soggy." which was originally paired with "pizza" and
resulted in the FOOD category, then it was changed
to produce the PRICE category according to the
context of the sentence with positive sentiment
polarity. Then by ABSA3 approach, the SentiCircle
sentiment polarity is changed based on opinion
lexicon, implicit aspect lexicon, and co-occurrence
word. So, the result of the best aspect-based
sentiment analysis performance is ABSA3 approach
with F1-Measure of 0.89. ABSA3 expands the
context word of SentiCircle lexicon using opinion
lexicon, implicit aspect lexicon, and co-occurrence
word.
For further research, the other methods of aspect
categorization can be carried out to improve the
accuracy of aspect and opinion words extraction,
especially: 1) in other types of sentence structure, 2)
in sentence case with implicit opinion, and 3) in
sentence case with implicit aspect and opinion. In this
research, we have not be able to work on the case of
sentence extraction for aspect words with state
initials too, such as: word “Chinatown” in the review
"The rest of the dim sum, though pricey by
Chinatown standards, is worth it." where we have not
be able to take an aspect and opinion words pair
"Chinatown standards:pricey". So we hope that
further research can work on these similar problems
too.
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